The Days of Wine and Roses

The days of wine and roses,

Laugh and run away like a child at play through the meadow land to-

Eb dominant fills

or

BBm7 - Eb dom. fills

Ward a closing door, a door marked never
more, that wasn't there before. My lonely heart discloses, just a passing breeze, filled with memories of the golden smile that
"The Days of Wine and Roses" - Ted Greene Arrangement, p.3

Dm5  Dm7/9  Bb7/11  Dm6/9  E7#9  E7b9+

introduced me to the

Am7  Eb9#11  Dm11  Ab13  G13  D7#9  Gm7  C9  F6

Or to a different color and/or root
days of wine and roses and you.

Optional variations for measures 12-16:

A13b9  D7#9  G13b9  C7/6sus  Fm9  Eb7#11  A7b9 open

gm11  A13b9  Dm7  Gm7  C7/6  Fm9  Em7#11  A9

doors, a door marked never more, that

Dm11  Ab9  G13  G9  C11

Fill

wasn't there before.
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